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The structure of the UF English in the M.Ed. and recogni�on (see also HERE): 

 

Fi�ng an exchange semester into the M.Ed. UF English is difficult. The Modules UF MA EN 02, UF MA EN 
05 and the Thesis cannot be recognized. This is also true for the two advanced Language Competence 
classes, UE Mediation and Genre Analysis for English Teachers (MAGNET) and UE Advanced Speaking 
Skills for English Teachers (ASSET) (3 and 2 ECTS, respec�vely).  
This leaves a maximum of 17 ECTS which may be recognized:  

VO Literatures in English / AR Literature (alternatively: VO Cultural Studies / AR Cultural Studies) 5 ECTS 
VO Communica�on, Code and Culture / AR Advanced course in Linguis�cs  5 ECTS 
[some�mes:] VK Specific Issues in Language Learning and Teaching (a didac�cs-oriented class)** 3 ECTS 
[some�mes:] Applied Research Seminar (4 ECTS) (can have a topic in linguis�cs, literature or  
                                           cultural studies, but has to include a research focus)  4 ECTS 

** For the VK, the best chances to find equivalents are usually in linguis�cs – applied linguis�cs 
modules dealing with bi/mul�lingualism, second language acquisi�on, the use of IT/digital methods 
in language teaching and similar topics. Literature and cultural studies topics are also possible, but it 
is not easy to find courses with at least an indirect teaching / learning aspect (i.e. how to teach 
literature or cultural studies).  

 
The situa�on becomes more complicated because UK and Irish modules in the UK tend to be bigger (7.5, 
10 or even 15 ECTS). Such big courses cannot easily be split up between two of the four above-
men�oned courses. For more advice, please refer to Mag. Monika Witmann.  
As in the Bachelor-Lehramt, the Interna�onal Office will count ECTS acquired in all three areas of the 
M.Ed. (both UF subjects and Educa�on/Pedagogy), but since there is no guarantee that candidates will 
find and be allowed to atend suitable courses in the other UF and/or educa�on/pedagogy, some 
uncertainty remains. In any case, the selec�on commitee will only nominate M.Ed. students if it is very 
likely that they will be able to gain the necessary number of ECTS credits through Anglis�k recogni�ons 
(12 to 15 ECTS).  
 
Currently, Mag. M. Witmann is s�ll responsible for all ques�ons rela�ng to the recogni�on of modules 
completed during exchange semesters. You should always talk to her before selec�ng courses, filling in 
online Learning Agreements or sending lists with course op�ons to your host university.  
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